Primary School children in New South Wales who don’t attend scripture classes now have the legal right to attend philosophical ethics classes at that time, if there are sufficient numbers of students and a trained volunteer to take the class.

That right has been hard-fought by tens of thousands of parents over decades and has just recently come under threat, as Rev Fred Nile, a right wing Christian Democrat in NSW’s upper house, tries to use Ethics classes as a bargaining chip to pass IR legislation very important to the O’Farrell government. At the time of writing, the NSW government was refusing to cave in to Rev Nile’s demands.

History
Provision of religion in NSW primary schools is based on an agreement between the church and state dating back to the mid- to late-nineteenth century. When the state of NSW took over public education (from the Anglican and Catholic churches) to ensure education for all children, it agreed to reserve an hour a week for special religious education (SRE). Undoubtedly, a majority of parents would have approved of this at the time. In 1901 census figures revealed only 0.4% of the Australian population identified themselves as having no religion. At the last census (2006), however, that number had grown to 18.7%.

While the number of students who do not attend scripture is not officially recorded, anecdotal reports suggest as many as 25% (or around 100,000) children enrolled in NSW primary schools “opt out” for that period every week. On average, in any school across NSW last year, 5–60% of children were being supervised while faith groups taught SRE. The children who opted out were either from families of a faith other than the ones teaching religion at their school, or of no faith.

NSW Department of Education policy required “non-scripture” students to undertake private study such as completing homework or reading, however children were often watching DVDs or sitting in a corridor outside the principal’s office and in one school, reportedly collecting rubbish. These activities were to “neither compete with SRE nor be alternative lessons in the subjects within the curriculum or other areas, such as ethics, values, civics or general religious education.”

In 1980, the Rawlinson Committee, set up to review special religious education in schools, specifically recommended that pupils withdrawn from SRE should be provided with purposeful secular learning (Rec 62). This recommendation was not implemented after lobbying by faith groups who felt it would be wrong to introduce what they saw as competition during that period.

The issue simmered for the next few decades until a group of parents at a lower north shore public school approached Dr Simon Longstaff, Executive Director of St James Ethics Centre (SJEC), asking him to create a secular ethics course for the non-scripture children at their school. After having his request to the government denied on the grounds that this was not broadly required across the state, Dr Longstaff met with the Federation of P&C Associations in NSW in 2003, which then surveyed its members, confirming that the government’s conclusions were incorrect. Despite this evidence and in the face of another strong push from mainstream churches, the government denied the request again.

In September 2009, after 18 months of community consultation, Verity Firth, NSW Minister for Education, received a joint submission from the P&C Federation and SJEC to run a pilot program in just 10 schools. The pilot was written by Prof Phillip Cam of the University of NSW who had spent his career focused on the teaching of philosophy to children.

Despite loud opposition from a few faith groups and the Rev Fred Nile who saw this option as an attempt to remove scripture from schools, and especially because of the overwhelming public support for the initiative, the government gave the program the go-ahead after a successful pilot and independent evaluation.

When the then NSW Opposition said it would cancel the classes when it took power, Labour, The Greens and a few Independents combined to pass an amendment to the
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Primary Ethics is looking for volunteers all over NSW so it can deliver ethics education to all those children who want it

The ethics curriculum

The first semester of this year used a modified version of the 2010 pilot curriculum and classes are now moving to the first semester of the newly developed curriculum. Primary Ethics has created a curriculum framework that spans all seven years of primary school. This will be available shortly at http://www.primaryethics.com.au. Academics who specialise in this area have been engaged to write 280 lessons to populate the curriculum framework. Classes, which are now only available for Years 5 and 6 students, will be rolled out down to Kindergarten over the next few years, as lessons become available.

The curriculum is designed to teach children how to approach ethical issues while developing their capacity for moral reasoning. By considering a wide range of ethical issues appropriate to their particular level of development, children learn skills such as collaborative inquiry, logical reasoning, critical thinking and the capacity to evaluate good and bad moral reasoning.

The first topic in Kindergarten, Thinking Together, introduces children to the concept of a 'community of inquiry,' which is the foundation of ethical thinking. This theme is followed throughout the curriculum, being revisited in different years through topics such as Respectful Disagreement, Courage and Getting Even.

Most of the topics in the curriculum provide students with the opportunity to develop increasingly sophisticated knowledge and skills in moral reasoning. Children in the younger primary years examine topics such as being left out, sharing and bullying, while older children reflect on issues such as homelessness and child labour to help them consider the feelings and interests of others. Other aspects include understanding consequences, having empathy, appreciating difference, having common capacities and giving equal consideration. These are tackled through a range of topics as diverse as How Important is it to Look Good? Are Rules Always Fair? Pride, Teasing and Animal Rights.

A series of lessons on the treatment of animals and the environment throughout the curriculum encourages thinking about how far individual moral responsibility should extend and engages students in considering the consequences of certain practices.

The idea of moral character is introduced in Kindergarten in Being a Good Friend and is then extended over the next few years in topics focusing on courage, pride, boasting and greed. Students will learn to recognise good and bad moral reasoning very early on, by introducing notions such as relevance, the difference between relevance and truth and the idea of weighing reasons against each other.

Throughout the curriculum, children are asked to provide reasons to support their arguments/positions and ethics teachers are trained to test the validity of given reasons. Blind appeal to authority and moral relativism are exposed as bad moral reasoning in Advertising and Whaling respectively. Later lessons progressively introduce logical concepts and processes, including conditionals, assumptions, induction and validity.

Future plans

Primary Ethics is currently focused on the task of delivering ethics classes to primary aged children in NSW, despite a call from some parents to extend the program into high schools and across state boundaries. Once fully operational, the group expects to be one of the largest volunteer organisations in the country.